CRIME CRUSHING CRYPTO-CURRENCY INC (C4)
Why?
“The Crime Crusher”
CURRENCY & COINS!
Short term overview of the C4 road map!
There are various reasons which exist that make it logical to buy The Crime Crusher
Coin. More than gaining personal financial rewards, you’re investing in the future of
reducing the likelihood of a criminal mind. being the result produced out of your love
ones minds as many before has became….
These criminal minds are often produced as a result of our love ones life experiences
which ultimately creates what is charged and convicted as criminal behaviors.
A safer world starts with us taking action now with proactive measures. We do not have
to build more prisons via private, state, or federal funding. By investing in the crime
crusher you will be assisting with the development of various educational methods that
are being developed in order to crush the non- education that would otherwise result in
the creation of the actions that are produced by a criminal mind. With the Crime Crusher
you are gaining financial wealth while committing actions that create Leaders…..
How are we crushing crime?
Crime Crushing Crypto Currency Inc. is (the creator and developer of the Crime Crusher
and has been completely designed with programs) , and strategic techniques strictly
geared towards crushing crime through the annihilation of the poverty conditions around
the world that promotes criminal development. These poverty conditions promote the
development of criminal thinking due to extreme under educating as well as a lack of
greatly needed empirical evidence based curriculums. An absence of empirical evidence
based curriculums is a preparation for failure.
With One Billion Crime Crushing Coins Existing! We only have 874.95 million C4 coins
available for sale at the time of this writing because 125.5 million C4 coins are already
reserved within an account design with programs to annihilate the thought of wanting to
do crime all together.
1 Billion Crime Crushing Coins Exist! Take a Look:

5.5 Million coins are set aside for 2.5 million inmates incarcerated, period after incarcerated.
Each of the 2.5 million inmates must earn coins individually by advancing through the
curriculums brought forth and designed for the 2.5 million residing within the prison
system and who are convicted under the 13th amendment. These curriculums are offered
to the 2.5 million inmates so that they to are afforded a genuine opportunity to rebuild
and restructure their minds in order to build better character which will in turn prepare
them for entering back into society. This program is geared towards future transitioning
as well as successfully releasing people back into our society after prison. The goal of
the Crime Crushing supporting curriculums is to ensure that the inmates have been
taken away from conditions of mental and physical poverty which would otherwise
promote the conditions that influences the criminal mind to surface.
20 Million coins are set aside for The Teenage Foster Children’s Financial Literacy Program
because there is a great need to address the lack of seriousness taken when it comes to
these children's education. Many foster children's educational needs are not addressed
or taken seriously because unfortunately their livelihood is often being led by individuals
who take the monthly pay and benefits for keeping these foster kids more serious than
the education that is greatly needed throughout these kids adolescence. Unfortunately
this misguidance amongst the foster care community often results in a criminal status
for the child involved; as has been proven many times to result in a criminal status upon
turning 18 years of age and kicked out of the system of foster care.
50 Million coins are set aside for college students who experience stress and make
careless decisions due to debt they will incur while seeking to established a career based
lifestyle throughout the college experience. Many of these students become victims of
the criminal law systems even after college and destroy their careers due to the habitual
behavior of criminal actions they develop during their college years of learning or trying
to cope.
The Billionaire Crime Stopper is a 50 Million coin based program set aside for the annihilation
of crime. This program includes 20 Million Coins for the Crime Awareness Programs and
20 Million for Those Committing Heroic Acts To Rescue Others in the General Population
at large throughout the world, and 10 million coins to connect proper education to and
for the children of Incarcerated Parents
This Includes:
TOTAL: 125.5 million crime crusher coins set aside to crush crime!
These Coins are to be released upon 85% of the total crime crusher coins sold.
Each Program has been designed with their own escrow account

